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With the popularity of Wing Chun film and television themes in recent years, Wing Chun has gradually received more and
more attention, but the impact of Japanese punching boxing is rarely involved. *e purpose of this article is to study the
impact of Wing Chun Day Punch Boxing based on embedded microprocessor, to understand the actual effect of Wing Chun
Day Punch Boxing through the analysis of the beat effect, and to provide reference and help for the research of traditional
Chinese martial arts. In this paper, experimental methods and mathematical statistics combined with embedded micro-
processors are used to research and analyze the punching effect of Wing Chun word punching. And it calculates the speed,
angle, angular velocity, angular acceleration, muscle discharge sequence, and other data of various parts of the body during
the process of Wing Chun force release to reveal the hitting effect of Wing Chun day word punching. Five Wing Chun
practitioners with different training times are selected for Wing Chun day punch training, using engineering dummies for
experiments, relying on acceleration sensors, position sensors, and force sensors. Starting from the direction of dynamics and
kinematics, it collects the effective data of the Japanese word punch, then analyzes the experimental results through the
embedded microprocessor, and obtains the hitting effect of the Wing Chun Japanese word punch. Experiments show that,
through the analysis of the force angle and characteristics of the Japanese punch, the subjects’ elbow joint angle changes
significantly when doing the Japanese punch. In the experiment on the force measurement engineering dummy, when the
subjects punched, the measurement results of the vibration acceleration of the internal organs of different subjects were
p> 0.01, and there was no significant difference. However, in the case of elbow joint 150° preparation, the midline punch is
significantly larger than the punch directly in front of the shoulder, and the difference is statistically significant (significant
level p< 0.01).

1. Introduction

Traditional martial arts have attracted the attention of sports
culture experts and scholars for its characteristics of physical
fitness, spiritual martial arts development, and traditional
cultural connotation. In the 1980s, the excavation and
classification of traditional martial arts were booming, and
the results brought great value to academic research. *e

Wushu Management Center of the State Sports General
Administration put forward the idea of developing “big
martial arts” in 2011. *is opened the prelude to the tra-
ditional martial arts research project of this century and
guided the future research direction. However, the research
of traditional martial arts also faces inevitable difficulties.
Traditional Chinese martial arts have many sects and various
types of martial arts, such as south fist and north foot, east
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gun and west stick, the theory of “internal and external
family,” Shaolin’s “Zen fist as one body,” and Wudang’s
Taoist martial arts. Many issues involve a wide range of
issues, and the general public does not know the secrets
among them. Science aims at pursuing the “truth” hidden
behind the appearance of things and is expected to unravel
the mystery of martial arts. However, scientific researchers
are also limited by conditions, and researchers have various
“misunderstandings” about traditional martial arts, which
will inevitably limit their exploration direction, and even
completely unrealistic hypotheses are designed, and some
conclusions are difficult to verify. Because of deliberately
avoiding similar research and opening a new way to show
the superficial prosperity of traditional martial arts research,
there is no in-depth study of the characteristics and essence
of traditional martial arts. It removes them and summarizes
them as a “whole” and directly draws the conclusion that this
adds a sense of mystery to the mystery of traditional martial
arts.

Wing Chun is one of the famous traditional martial arts
in China because of its unique style and strong practica-
bility. A large group of martial arts enthusiasts at home and
abroad are practicing Wing Chun, and there is a saying in
China that “Tai Chi in the north, Wing Chun in the south.”
Wing Chun practitioners often appear in some of the
world’s top fighting competitions, and it is known as
second only to Tai Chi, one of the most popular boxing
styles in the world. In recent years, with the popularity of
Wing Chun, people have paid more and more attention to
the research of Wing Chun. For all Wing Chun fans,
conquering Wing Chun is the unanimous goal of everyone.
*e purpose of this article is to analyze the biomechanical
characteristics of typical Wing Chun movements, provide a
scientific basis for formulating movement specifications,
analyze the effects of Wing Chun Japanese punching
boxing, and provide objective and powerful support for
movement teaching. *e data obtained by using modern
advanced biological power equipment, whether it is a direct
explanation of Wing Chun theory or the supplement and
amendment of certain theories, is an important break-
through and innovation in traditional martial arts research,
and it is of great significance; therefore, this research is
about the real hitting effect of Wing Chun-style punching
boxing. *rough the biomechanical analysis of the single
action of Japanese punching boxing, and based on the
science of this type of boxing, it explores its real punching
effect and provides a theoretical reference for boxing ed-
ucation. *is research can not only give people a deeper
understanding of Wing Chun, but also can be used to
explore the characteristics, mechanisms, and methods of
various martial arts and gradually reveal the mysteries of
martial arts.

Boxing is a strenuous exercise that requires aerobic
and anaerobic metabolism in a short period of time, and
boxing also requires the coordination of upper body
muscles and lower body muscles. Lee investigated the
energy expenditure (EE) of boxing unit exercises, such as
straight punches, uppercuts, and uppercuts and exam-
ined the impact of boxing training on unit exercises. Ten

inexperienced college students (5 males and 5 females;
28.2 ± 2.1 years old, 171.4 ± 8.4 cm, 65.0 ± 10.1 kg) were
selected to participate in a 6-week boxing training pro-
gram (3 times/week, 40–60 minutes/session), and it de-
termined nine boxing unit actions and formed 3
combinations of these unit actions. *e energy expen-
diture of each unit exercise and exercise combination was
measured before the training plan, in the 3rd and 6th
weeks. In order to compare the impact of the training
period on energy expenditure, a one-way analysis of
variance with repeated measures was applied. Experi-
ments show that boxing training consumes a lot of en-
ergy, and different boxing moves consume different
energy, but his research lacks a detailed study of boxing
effects [1]. Kasiri et al. propose a robust framework for
automatic classification of boxers’ punches. *ey used
overhead depth images to alleviate the challenges asso-
ciated with occlusion and developed powerful body part
tracking for noisy time-of-flight sensors. Punch recog-
nition is solved by a multiclass support vector machine
(SVM) and a random forest classifier using a combination
of features. Based on the prior knowledge of boxing, they
proposed a hierarchical SVM classifier from coarse to
fine. *e framework has been applied to the boxing image
sequence taken by the Australian Institute of Sport and 14
elite boxers, and the results prove the effectiveness of the
action recognition method. *e hierarchical SVM clas-
sifier improves the accuracy of 97.3% on the most ad-
vanced action recognition system recently, but their
research has limitations [2]. Lee et al. pointed out that
boxing is a high-intensity exercise that requires both
aerobic and anaerobic metabolic capacity in the short
term. Boxing also requires coordination between the
upper and lower body muscles. *ey investigated the
energy expenditure (EE) of boxing unit movements, such
as straights and uppercuts, and examined the effect of
boxing training on energy expenditure per unit move-
ment [3]. Filipe and Lins use fault injection and heavy ion
experiments to study the impact of register file errors on
the reliability of modern embedded microprocessors. In
addition, they also evaluated how different levels of
compiler optimization modify the use of processor reg-
ister files and the probability of failure. *ey chose six
representative benchmarks, each of which uses three
different levels of compiler optimization to compile.
Detailed fault injection activities were carried out to
measure the vulnerability factors of the register archi-
tecture of each code and configuration and to identify
registers that are more likely to cause silent data cor-
ruption or single event function interruptions. In addi-
tion, they correlated the observed reliability changes with
the register file utilization. Finally, they irradiated two
selected benchmarks with heavy ions; these benchmarks
were compiled with two optimization levels, and the
experimental results were correlated with the fault in-
jection analysis. However, the factors they considered in
the research on the factors affecting the reliability of
embedded microprocessors were not comprehensive [4].
Sato et al. showed the design and experimental results of a
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fast single-flux quantum (RSFQ) bit-serial micropro-
cessor, which has a reduced embedded random access
memory (RAM) and a minimum instruction set, called
CORE e2h. A microprocessor called the CORE e series
has been developed to demonstrate the execution of
small-scale programs such as cyclic calculations and
sequencing to demonstrate the first prototype of a stored
program computer using RSFQ technology. CORE e2h is
the most simplified variant of the CORE e series, and it is
only equipped with two registers and can execute 13
instructions. *e target clock frequency for bit-serial
operation is 50 GHz, and the designed system clock cycle
is 2 GHz. Each component is carefully designed, using a
small number of Josephson junctions to realize the
function and occupying a small space. *ey manufac-
tured multiple CORE e2h microprocessor chips and in-
tegrated two RAMs based on 128-bit shift registers on the
same chip. *ey obtained the correct operation of all
instructions through experiments, which was relatively
stable. But they did not explain the performance of the
microprocessor under the premise of maintaining sta-
bility [5]. Highly regular many-core architectures are
becoming more and more popular, because they are
suitable for inherently highly parallelized applications,
such as most image and video processing fields. *ey
proposed a novel architecture for many-core micropro-
cessor ASICs dedicated to embedded video and image
processing applications. *ey proposed a flexible mul-
ticore method with two architectures: one is implemented
using CMOS 65 nm technology containing 16 open
source blocks, and the other is implemented using CMOS
FD-SOI 28 nm technology containing 64 open source
blocks. Each block of these architectures can select its
communication link based on the overall parallel scheme
most relevant to the target application. Both chips have
complete functions in the simulation, and the layout
shows the results of frequency, area, and power con-
sumption. *ey provide various case studies to illustrate
the proposed flexible many-core architecture and can
focus on architecture exploration, parallelized instanti-
ation schemes, and timing performance. However, the
architecture they proposed is too simple to give a detailed
introduction to the architecture [6].

*is article explains the striking effect of the Wing Chun
Sun Punch Boxing from three aspects: the external per-
formance and internal characteristics of the action. By
testing the kinematics and dynamics parameters of Japanese
punching boxing, combined with the in-depth analysis of
Wing Chun boxing theory, it provides theoretical support
for the standardization of movements and teaching pro-
grams. *rough research and analysis of the changes in joint
angles of Japanese punching movements and changes in
EMG data, it compares the increased effect difference be-
tween midline punch and forward punch in Japanese punch.
At the same time, it uses test engineering dummies for
testing, and the engineering dummies are equipped with
sensors that can cooperate with embedded processors to
analyze the effect of Japanese punching, making the analysis
results more accurate.

2. The Effect of Wing Chun Japanese Punching
Boxing Based on Embedded Sensors

2.1. Wing Chun Day Punch Boxing. Traditional martial arts
are divided into seven major boxing systems, each of which
has its own system and its own characteristics. Wing Chun,
as a branch of Nanquan of the seven major types of boxing,
has the short-playing characteristics of Nanquan. At the
same time, it pioneered the theory of “keeping the middle
and using the middle, continuously eliminating and hitting,
staying and sending, short bridges, avoiding the reality and
eliminating the virtual, and eliminating without elimina-
tion” [7, 8]. Figure 1 is a diagram of the simple moves of
Wing Chun.

*e characteristic of Japanese punch boxing is that the
lower limbs basically do not move. When punching, there is
a slight movement through the waist and hips, as shown in
Figure 2. In kinematics, the angle of the lamb and horse is
used to illustrate the stability of the lower limbs and
maintain the balance of the body. It is beneficial to increase
the hitting effect with the help of the changes in the angle of
the body’s joints and the ground reaction force [9, 10]. *e
techniques and requirements of Japanese punching boxing:
Japanese punching boxing is one of the basic attack methods
of Wing Chun [11]. It requires two fists to be placed in front
of the chest, the left palm is in front, the left arm is slightly
bent, and the right palm is placed at the curve of the left
elbow. Its fists face upwards, and the fist face resembles the
character “day,” so it is called the Japanese word punch. Fists
clasped fists and underarms, forming a “two-character
forceps Yangma,” and when punching, the elbow is centered,
the elbow is attached to the ribs, and the force of the elbow is
used to punch in a straight line. Double fists are punched
from the midline of the human body in turn, attacking the
midline of the opponent’s body, and retracted from the
midline, that is, the principle of “keeping the center and
using the center.” *is requires the neck, shoulders, elbows,
wrists, waist, thighs, knees, and ankles to form a whole
[12, 13]. Pile work is extremely important when distributing
inch strength: clamp the knee, levator anus, abdomen, hold
the chest, pull the back, straighten the head, and ask in front
of the hand; the whole body is shaped like an arrow, and with
the help of the reaction force of the ground, the joints of the
whole body are instantaneously energized in one direction,
sending out the Cun Jin of Wing Chun [14].

2.2. Embedded Microprocessor. With the continuous ad-
vancement of science and technology, there is an increasing
demand for equipment miniaturization and integration, and
the entire processing system tends to be integrated into a
smaller circuit board [15, 16].With the rapid development of
current processor technology, its performance has doubled
almost every year [17–19]. At the same time, the system
requires high data processing speed and highly integrated
processing chips to complete tasks that require multiple
processing devices and peripheral devices [20, 21]. *is
requires the system to have a higher data processing speed
and a highly integrated processing chip to complete the
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original processing [22]. Embedded microprocessors can
just meet this requirement, which has small size, rich system
on chip, and can meet the design and production require-
ments only through the expansion of some simple external
circuits [23]. At the same time, it has a wealth of interfaces,
which can be provided to users for human-computer in-
teraction, data communication, etc., and its price is be-
coming cheaper and cheaper, and it has a higher cost
performance, which can effectively process and analyze data
[24, 25].

*e architecture of the embedded microprocessor is
shown in Figure 3:

*rough the research of embedded microprocessor, this
paper chooses three kinds of sensors, force sensor, accel-
eration sensor, and position sensor, to measure and study
the effect of Japanese punching. Based on the traditional
impedance measurement method, the excitation voltage
signal is applied to the series measurement circuit, the
voltage of the standard resistance or the measurement re-
sistance is monitored, and the relationship between the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Simple strokes of Wing Chun.

MidlineMidline

Protruding
phalanx

Protruding
phalanx

Figure 2: Illustration of Wing Chun day punch boxing.
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measured voltage and the excitation voltage is compared
[26, 27]. Finally, the measured resistance is calculated by
comparing the amplitude ratio and phase difference between
the excitation signal and the voltage across the standard
resistance [28].

Based on the constant frequency characteristics that
satisfy the input and output, the excitation andmeasurement
signals can be assumed as follows:

Ta(s) � sin(δs)

T0(s) � B sin(δs + φ)

⎧⎨

⎩ (1)

Among them, Ta(s) is the excitation signal, T0(s) is the
standard signal, and B is the output signal amplitude.

At the same time, assuming that the standard resistance
is E and the excitation frequency is δ, then it can be
calculated:

B �
E

�����������

(E + b)
2

+ a
2



φ � −b tan
a

E + b

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

*e measurement solution B is based on φ, and the real
and imaginary parts a, b of the measured impedance are
obtained by inverse calculation by the following formula:

B � (φ − 1)E

A � (B + E)tan φ

⎧⎨

⎩ (3)

*e real and imaginary parts a and b of the measured
impedance are related to the excitation frequency, and in
order to obtain the impedance of the measured object, the
calculation can be obtained:

T0

E1
�

Ti

E1
− bi + bn

T0

E2
� bi + bn

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

Combining the formulas, we can deduce
T0 − T1

E
�

Ti

E
− 2bi + bn. (5)

*is means that while eliminating the current noise, the
voltage across the measured impedance is obtained, and the
result is

Td � T0 − T1 ≈ Ti − 2biE,

T0 � 2biE � Ti − Td.
(6)

*e output signal on the measured impedance can be
calculated by the voltage difference calculation on the
symmetrical resistor, thereby eliminating the interference of
indoor current noise.

I �
T3 − T4

E3 + E4 + Ei1 + E5
�

T1 − T2

Dx

,

T5 � T3 − T4 +
Tab

2
� T1 − T2(  ×

E3 + E4 + Ei1 + E5( 

Ei1 + E3
.

(7)

*e AC signal loaded on the voltage at both ends to
be measured passes through the amplifying circuit; the
AC signal is amplified, but the DC signal remains un-
changed. *e multiple N of AC signal amplification is
expressed as

N �
Dx

Dx + 2E
×

E3 + E4 + Ei1 + E5( 

Ei1 + E3
. (8)

Microprocessor

Input Output
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MDR

IR

CUMAR

Memory

AB
DB
CB

Control unit

Register

Microprocessor

PC

MDR

IR

CUMAR

Control unit

Figure 3: Embedded microprocessor architecture.
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It can be seen from equation (8) that when E is fixed, the
magnification factor is only related to the resistance of Dx,
and the greater the Dx, the greater the magnification N.

2.3. Sine Fitting Algorithm and Difference Algorithm

2.3.1. Difference Algorithm. *e algorithm is the inverse
operation of the prefix sum algorithm, which can quickly
calculate a certain interval of the array. *e difference al-
gorithm adopted is to subtract the second half-period data of
the four adjacent half-periods from the first half-period data
correspondingly [29]. After each difference, the amplitude of
the data will increase by 2 times, and the data cycle will lose
the data of the last half cycle. In this paper, the sampling
frequency of the output signal is 1 kHz, 120 data points are
sampled in one cycle, and the sampling frequency is 120
times the fundamental frequency. *e frequency of noise
eliminated by this system is 50Hz, so the period is exactly 20
times the effective signal. Among them, n(x) is the original
sampled data, and m(x) is the data after differential
processing.

*e difference formula is

n(x) � m(x) − 4m(x + 20) + 6m(x + 50)

− 4m(x + 80) + m(x + 110).
(9)

2.3.2. Sine Fitting Algorithm. When the output signal is not
saturated, this article adopts a digital fitting method of
amplitude and phase. It adopts the method of summing first,
then multiplication, which saves processing time and im-
proves measurement efficiency [4, 30]. Assuming that the
number of sampling cycles is n and the amount of sampled
data in each cycle is N, only (n− 1) N addition operations
and N multiplication operations are required, and the result
of the sine function is solidified in the memory, which saves
time. In the fitting process, for a sine signal with a periodic
frequency of 1000Hz and a quantity of 120, full use of the
symmetry of the sine and cosine signals can form a complete
full-period data, saving storage space. It inputs the sine
function into the previously trained model, and the sine
function is used for training to improve versatility.

*e sine fitting solution formula can be simplified as

Gi � 
x

i�0
xi(a)yi(b)Ki � 

x

i�0
xi(a)zi(b)

⎧⎨

⎩ (10)

*en, the amplitude and phase can be calculated by
formula or function, respectively:

ki �

������

x
2
i + y

2
i



μi � z sin 2 −zi, xi( 

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(11)

*e characteristic of complex impedance is that when a
certain signal is input, there is not only a difference in
amplitude between the output amplified signal and the input
signal, but also a certain phase difference. *erefore, the
measurement of complex impedance is essential in obtaining
the amplitude ratio and phase difference between the output
signal and the input signal. It uses the result of synchronous
acquisition to obtain the amplitude and initial phase of the
input and output signals from the perspective of fitting,
thereby obtaining the amplitude and phase difference ratio.

*e calculation can be expressed as

wi � X cos ε + κi(  + εi + Z. (12)

Expanding the formula to

wi � X cos εi + Y sin εi + Z + εi. (13)

Using the least squares fitting formula, set an error
objective function:

g(x, y, z)min �  κ2i �  wi− x cos κi + y sin κi + z(  .

(14)

To minimize parameter κ, the partial derivatives of
variables a, b, and c need to be zero, satisfying
σg

σx
� 2 cos κi wi − x cos κi + y sin κi + z(   � 0,

σg

σy
� 2 sin κi wi − x cos κi + y sin κi + z(   � 0,

σg

σz
� 2 wi − x cos κi + y sin κi + z(   � 0.

(15)

When the output signal is saturated, the method of not
changing the sine signal of muscle strength and the am-
plification factor of the amplifier is adopted, and the satu-
rated data is excluded from the calculation sequence. *e
least square method is used to calculate the saturated si-
nusoidal signal and obtain the signal amplitude and phase
parameters. After sorting, we can get

 wi × cos κi � x ×  cos2κi + y ×  sin κi cos κi + z ×  cos κi,

 wi × sin κi � x ×  sin κi cos κi + y ×  sin2κi + z ×  sin κi,

 wi � x ×  cos κi + y ×  sin κi + z ×  1.

(16)
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Finally, the fitted sine signal is compared with the input
signal to obtain the amplitude ratio and phase difference.
And substitute the amplitude ratio into the resistance value
to be measured, and judge the speed according to the curve
of resistance value change with time.

3. The Experimental Design of Wing Chun Day
Punch Boxing Based on
Embedded Microprocessor

3.1. Experiment Object. Kinematics is mainly to study the
position changes of objects in the spatial structure, through
the system to measure the time nodes and spatial changes of
the object’s movement, mark the start time, end time, and
duration of the movement, and quantify the gaps in the
frequency and rhythm of the movement. Kinematics mostly
takes human movement or the movement of other animals
as the research object, focusing on analyzing the displace-
ment, velocity, acceleration, and force of different body
joints, center of gravity, and force points through statistics
and calculations. Biomechanics is the branch of biophysics
that applies the principles and methods of mechanics to the
quantitative study of mechanical problems in organisms.
Myoelectricity is a phenomenon in which nerves and
muscles are stimulated to cause excitement and generate
bioelectricity. In sports science research, electromyography
is mainly used for the diagnosis of muscle strength and
muscle fatigue and can also be used to assess the training
level of athletes. In low-level athletes, the myoelectric activity
is disorderly, and the excess muscles participate in the
discharge. And athletes with higher training levels have
regular muscle discharges, showing a certain regularity, and
there will be no excess muscle discharges. *is study uses
electromyography to evaluate the sequence of muscle acti-
vation and the sequence of muscle exertion during Wing
Chun Japanese punching, as well as the coordination rela-
tionship between the muscles and the sequence of stopping
activity. It can find out the characteristics and mechanism of
Wing Chun’s force release through the law of the discharge
of each force muscle.

*is subject research is aimed at the analysis of the effect
of Wing Chun Japanese punch boxing and does not involve
influencing factors to judge the “quality” of the pros and
cons of the action. Due to the fact that it is difficult for high-
level Wing Chun subjects to find it, four Wing Chun
practitioners are selected as the research objects, who have
rich martial arts experience and age in Wing Chun. *e
specific information is shown in Table 1.

3.2. Experiment Preparation

3.2.1. Preparation before the Experiment. All subjects vol-
untarily participated in the test of this item and did not do
vigorous exercise within 24 hours before the test, in order to
eliminate the interference of muscle fatigue factors. And
inform the subjects in advance of the specific procedure of
the biomechanics experiment of the whole Wing Chun
leaning hammer movement. *e experimental staff installed

and tested the force plate, high-speed camera, and elec-
tromyography equipment to ensure the smooth progress of
the test.*e test environment has the same temperature, and
the subjects fully warmed up to reduce the viscosity of their
muscles and prevent the testers from being injured.

3.3. Experimental Parameter Setting. *e tested engineering
dummy is equipped with a simulated visceral tissue filler
inside the thorax, and a force or acceleration sensor is in-
stalled in important visceral parts, which can simulate the
stress of the victim’s internal relevant parts and the dis-
placement acceleration of the hit part. *e joint angles se-
lected for the subject research are as follows: left hip angle,
left knee angle, left shoulder chest angle, left elbow angle, left
hip angle, right knee angle, clamp male angle, eccentric
horse angle, and left shoulder angle. For example, it is used
to test whether the principle of “keeping the middle and
using the middle” is followed when using the partial body
hammer punching punch; Clamp Yang Horse Horn is used
to test the two-character box Yang Horse of Wing Chun
Boxing, and the partial horse horn is used to test Wing
Chun’s Lean Horse, test muscles, and collect angle and
displacement information. Figure 4 shows the experimental
frame of the embedded microprocessor on the impact
analysis of Japanese punch boxing.

*e processing of Wing Chun Japanese Chongquan is
mainly divided into two steps: one is to preprocess the data,
mainly for the stage of collecting data. Due to some un-
controllable circumstances, the collected data curve is not
coherent, and the preprocessing is to complete the vacant
data. In the completion process, it is necessary to ensure that
the inserted data curve is continuous and accessible, because
the angular velocity, angular displacement, and acceleration
curves of the moving object must be determined and cal-
culated through the curve to ensure the continuity of all data
curves.*e second is to perform comprehensive calculations
on the motion. In the process of calculation, each depart-
ment of the moving object is considered as a relatively rigid
body for research. For example, the movement of the right
shoulder joint, elbow joint, and wrist joint in theWing Chun
Day punch can be calculated by the principles of physical
mechanics and other principles of the joint force and force
transmission. At the same time, the rigid body adhering to
the human body will also move at any time to form the same
motion state as the human body. It describes the motion
state of these cylinders through the coordinate system, and
then some data such as the displacement, velocity, angular
velocity, and acceleration of the joint points of the human
body can be obtained.

3.4. Experimental Method. *is experiment uses Simi Mo-
tion analysis system to analyze motion technology, acquires
images through two high-speed cameras, and performs 3D
motion image analysis. In the analysis, the marker points of
each part are first determined, and then the videos taken by
two high-speed cameras are imported, the action videos to
be analyzed are selected, and the three-dimensional frame
parameters are determined. After the preparatory work is
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completed, the 3D images formed by the two high-speed
cameras are traced, and three-dimensional analysis is per-
formed, and finally the motion data of various parts of the
human body is calculated.

*e subjects affixed reflective marker balls in accordance
with the unified standard, unified the test-specific clothing,
and used the MX_F40 camera to jointly capture the kine-
matics data of the subjects during the test action. *e Swiss
Kistler force plate is used to test the ground reaction force
data generated by the force of the feet during the action
process. In this experiment, the sports biomechanics of
Wing Chun Japanese punching boxing was analyzed, and
the electromyography of the surface muscles was collected
using an electromyography meter. *e muscles selected in
the test are all on the right side: lateral head of calf triceps,
right rectus femoris quadriceps, pectoralis major, anterior
deltoid, triceps, biceps, and brachioradialis. *e electro-
myography test system is used, which tests the biological
signals of different phases and intensity changes of muscle
work when the movement is completed and understands the
working condition of the muscles during the movement.
*ree-dimensional kinematics tests the angle and angular
velocity transformation of each joint of the subject’s body;

the force plate obtains the synchronized change process of
the angle and magnitude of the ground force; the wireless
surface electromyography instrument synchronously rec-
ords the muscle activation sequence and duration data
during the whole process.

After the preparatory work is completed, the subjects are
familiar with the entire process, and then they step on the
force plate with both feet following the instructions of the
experimenter. *ey stood up in the posture of Wing Chun,
tongs, and horses and began to punch Japanese punches,
while the experimenters turned on the experimental
equipment to simultaneously collect experimental data. *e
force plate, EMG, and high-speed photography must be
synchronized during data collection. If one of the parties is
not synchronized, the experiment will be invalid, and try
again. Each subject does “Japanese punch punches” in place,
and each group punches three times in a row and collects
data on the actions completed by each subject three times,
confirms that they are correct, saves them, and replaces them
with another person. After the synchronization experiment
is over, the test method is changed to allow different subjects
to use the same technical movements, such as the right and
left straight fist combo style, with one left and one right as a

Table 1: Basic situation of experimental subjects.

Serial number Height (cm) Weight (kg) Age Boxing age Sport level
A 176 69 26 6 Level 2
B 181 74 28 8 Level 2
C 172 68 25 5 Level 2
D 168 70 29 10 Level 2
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Figure 4: Experimental frame diagram of the analysis of the impact of the embedded microprocessor on the Japanese punch boxing.
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set of movements. In the combo test, the subject must
complete the combo continuously within 30 seconds,
starting with the actual combat posture for each movement.
After performing a set of actions, return to the actual combat
position again, perform the next combo action, and repeat
this for 30 seconds. Wing Chun uses two-character forceps
Yangma to strengthen the stability of the lower limbs,
maintain body balance, and use the ground reaction force
and the changes in the joint angles of the whole body to
develop the overall strength. *rough the analysis of the
joint angles, the action characteristics of Japanese punching
boxing are obtained.*en, it conducts isokinetic tests on the
subjects’ wrist joints, hip joints, shoulder joints, elbow joints,
etc. respectively. According to the time difference between
the professional group and the general group at the same
speed, the key factors affecting the right straight punch are
analyzed. Each subject is required to fully adjust the physical
strength and state, perform a normal level in each action,
and finally count all the subject data of each subject’s hitting
power and total number of hits per unit time. After the
successful acquisition is completed, save it, clean up the
experimental site, and recover the instrument.

4. The Experimental Analysis of the Effect of
Wing Chun Japanese Punching Boxing
Based on Embedded Microprocessor

4.1. Japanese Punching Movements

4.1.1. Perspective Analysis. It organizes the collected kine-
matics and dynamics data in the software, inputs static
theme files to create a model, reads theme-based theme
animation files, and completes model assignment tasks. It
then performs a series of calculations on the selected co-
ordinate system, single link, and reference link for hip, knee,
elbow joint angles, and punch point speed. Figures 5 and 6
are the statistical results of the subject’s left and right knee
angles and hip angles.

From the above statistical analysis, it can be known that
the external torque of these joints received by the subjects
during the Japanese punch does not change much, which is
not conducive to the rotation of the joints. And it is used to
maintain the balance and stability of the body, which shows
that strengthening the stability of the lower limbs can ef-
fectively maintain the balance of the body. *e subjects as a
whole showed significant changes in the left and right knee
joints and right hip joints, indicating that the subjects used
their waist strength when doing Japanese punches. *e waist
is known as the center of strength in martial arts, and proper
waist movements are conducive to the transfer of moments
of momentum in various parts of the body. Although the
waist was used at the same time, the comparison of the mean
values of Subject B and Subject C with the other two subjects
found that the right hip angle of Subject B changed more
significantly than that of the other subjects, and it shows that
the perennial Wing Chun practitioners are better than be-
ginners in using the waist. Although beginners use the waist,
they are not good at using the changes in the male horns of
the forceps and the joint angles of the left and right knees to

promote the rotation of the moment of momentum. One of
the reasons why Wing Chun masters exert their amazing
power is to make full use of the changes in the angle of each
joint to promote the transmission of momentum.

Figure 7 shows the changes of the knee joint angle on the
punch side and the contralateral side, respectively. It can be
seen from Figure 7 that the angle of the knee joint on the
punch side of the subject changed about 10°, and the angle of
the contralateral knee joint did not exceed this range.
Among them, the change of the knee joint angle of Subject A
was the smallest, the change angle of the punch side was 6°,
and the contralateral side was only 2°, and such a small
change would be easily ignored by naked eye observation.

Figure 8 is the statistical data of the subject’s left and
right shoulder and chest angles.

Wing Chun requires the elbow and the body to keep a
punch distance and remember that the arm is close to the
body. *e reason for this is that one is to increase the
distance between the forearms; the second is to maintain a
proper angle of the elbow joint to facilitate punching; third,
it is good for defense. People who have practicedWing Chun
often have this experience when their arms are close to the
body; they are easily blocked with their hands. *e peaks of
the angular velocities of the knee joints, hip joints, and
shoulder joints appear very close in time. *e maximum
angular velocity of the knee joint appears first, and then the
peaks of the angular velocity of the hip joint and the angular
velocity of the shoulder joint appear almost simultaneously,
but the angular velocity of the knee joint is significantly
higher than the angular velocity of the shoulder joint. It can
be seen that the movement of the flat upper part on the left is
mainly guided by the movement of the small joints by the
large joints. To reach the maximum speed, the subject’s
shoulders and upper limbs must move as hard as possible in
the attacking direction to complete and adjust the direction
of movement of the Japanese punch. *erefore, the coor-
dinated training of the body’s joints is an effective means to
improve the hitting effect.

Figures 9 and 10 are descriptive statistics of the angles of
the left and right elbow joints in Japanese punching. *e
toggle joint is in the “two pass” of Wing Chun, that is,
between the wrist joint and the shoulder joint. In
Guangzhou Wing Chun twelve styles, the striker can sup-
press the opponent’s elbow and attack the opponent’s
midline at the same time. *e elbow joint has the famous
“Principle of Unmoving the Elbow” in Wing Chun. At the
same time, it emphasizes the return of the elbow, which
means that the elbow joint prevents the opponent from
grabbing the center line when attacking or defending the
center line, which is beneficial to protect the important
organs in the two ribs.*erefore, the angle of the elbow joint
is extremely important inWing Chun, and a good joint angle
makes the punch faster and stronger. *e angle of the elbow
joint of the Japanese punch is the most obvious, and the
tendency of the angle of the elbow joint of the four subjects is
almost the same. About 70% to 80% of its punches drop to
the minimum and then quickly rise to the maximum angle
(about 160°). In general, the angle of the elbow joint changes
before 70% of the Japanese punches and then enters a rapid
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change phase. It can be seen that, in Japanese punching fist,
the elbow joint basically maintains the initial angle, and the
back elbow joint is quickly straightened forward until the
movement is completed.

*rough analysis, it can be found that the shoulder,
elbow, and wrist joints reach the peak speed in different
phases with the extension of the action. Among them, the
speed curve of the shoulder joint is the first to change, and it
is the first to reach the peak speed of the three joints. *e
speed curves of the elbow joint and the wrist joint have
similar changes, and both are relatively stable in the early
stage, and then the speed suddenly increases and finally
drops suddenly, with a large peak speed. *e speed changes
of the shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints indicate that, in the
right straight punch technique, the shoulder joint drives the

movement of the elbow and wrist joints; that is, the small
joints are driven by the large joints. *is is consistent with
the human body’s motion conditions, the large joints are
closer to the axis of the human body, and the small joints are
farther from the axis of the human body. *erefore, when
the human body moves, the proximal joints first move and
shift and then drive the movement and force of the distant
joints.

4.1.2. Analysis of Punching Speed. Speed is the key to your
boxing technique, and only when punching quickly can the
opponents be overwhelmed by defense. In particular, Wing
Chun, which pays attention to close combat, needs to punch
quickly and powerfully within a limited time and within a
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Figure 5: Statistics of subjects’ left and right knee angles.
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very short distance in order to strike the opponent with
lightning speed and win the fight. *e subject’s punching
speed was analyzed, and the detailed data of the subject’s left
and right punching speed are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

As shown in Tables 2 and 3, when the four subjects
performed the Japanese punching movement, the left and
right punches were performed at the same time, the left
punch was punched out, the right punch was closed, and
the right punch was punched out, and the left punch was
closed, and among them, the speed of the right fist of the
subjects was generally faster than that of the left fist. After
they pass the back hand, they draw their punches to exert
force, and the power is transmitted through the back to
the left waist and hips, and then from the waist and hips to
the fist surface. *e longer the route of power trans-
mission, the greater the momentum conversion, and the
greater the hitting effect, which reflects the overall
strength of Wing Chun.

4.2. @e Effect of Japanese Punching Boxing. Power tests
have appeared in various sports and medical research fields,
and martial arts, as a sport that pursues martial arts effects
and performance, attach great importance to striking power.
Engineering dummies are highly bionic dummies that can
effectively study the damage caused by collisions.*is article
uses engineering dummy for experiments and analyzes the
hitting effect of Japanese punching boxing by collecting
relevant data of engineering dummy. *e most important
thing is to record and compare the acceleration of the
“sternum” and “heart” of the engineering dummy when it is
hit. *rough the comparison, the actual effect of the hit can
be judged, and then the most reasonable punch angle,
muscle work, and joint movement characteristics of the
right-hand back straight punch technique can be judged.
Acceleration sensors are the most important and commonly
used data collection points in engineering dummies. It is
located inside the breastbone, just in front of the stainless
steel breast structure of the engineering dummy, and is close
to the surface of the engineering dummy, simulating the

muscular skin. *e subject’s impact force acts on the me-
chanic through the skin layer of the superficial muscles,
causing accelerated movement and detailed numerical
changes throughout the process. *e data measured by the
acceleration sensor may largely reflect the changes in the
related indicators of the mechanics test due to the frontal
impact. Figure 11 is the peak acceleration of different
striking actions.

*e maximum accelerometer value of the visceral
shock caused by various actions was input into the SPSS
software for statistics, and it was found that the average
number of acceleration peaks of the sternal shaft in each
group was relatively close. However, there was no dif-
ference in the T test between the two groups, and at a
normal distance, it can be seen that there is no statistically
significant difference between the frontal impact of the
Japanese punching fist shoulder and the engineering
dummy test item and the resulting peak ground accel-
eration. After SPSS software T test analysis, an engi-
neering dummy hits the prepared 150° elbow joint to
record the changes in the peak data of the sternum ac-
celerometer, and the average number of accelerometers in
the two groups is different.

Table 4 is an analysis of the difference of the oscillating
acceleration values of internal organs. It can be seen from
the table that the calculated values are all smaller than the
rejection range. It is believed that there is no significant
difference in the results of the visceral shock acceleration
value applied to the engineering dummy by different
actions of the subjects, and the results of the subjects’
Japanese punching punches are relatively stable. In the
case of 150° elbow preparation, the midline punch was
significantly larger than the punch directly in front of the
shoulder, and the difference was highly statistically sig-
nificant (significant level p< 0.01). Analysis of the vi-
bration acceleration of the internal organs shows that the
normal punch distance not only is larger than the short
distance punch in the impact force peak caused by the
impact surface, but also causes greater damage to the
opponent’s internal organs.
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5. Conclusions

Traditional martial arts call for more research that highlights
the practical significance. *rough the research and analysis
of the striking effect of Wing Chun Japanese Punch Boxing,
the actual effect ofWing Chun Boxing can be displayedmore
clearly, and at the same time, a deeper martial arts culture
can be revealed. *is article is based on the embedded
microprocessor to study the punching effect of Wing Chun
Japanese punch, using force plate and engineering dummy
to analyze the blow effect of the subjects. It reflects and
simulates the stress of the internal part of the victim and the
displacement acceleration of the affected part and analyzes
the vibration acceleration value of the internal organs of the

engineering dummy under different actions to obtain the
actual hitting effect. It can be seen from the results of the
research in the article that the different force movements of
Japanese punching boxing will not have a significant dif-
ference in the striking effect. *ere are still some short-
comings in this article. For example, this experiment uses
high-speed video, which is limited by equipment and cannot
be analyzed from some angles. It is hoped that if conditions
permit, a more advanced three-dimensional analysis system
should be used to carry out a deeper analysis of the Wing
Chun Japanese Punch Boxing.
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